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ThreadSpace: Hyperbol is an action-strategy game set in the distant future. Players battle each other on roads in space as they
pilot massive ships capable of firing a wide 5d3b920ae0
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threadspace hyperbole

Was a blast to play back when it came out. Ahead of its time with great feeling mechanics which allowed for some high skill
tactical team gameplay. Would be curious to see a F2P version of this game with some cash shop vanity-only cosmetics. Its
worth saying, I haven't loaded or played this game in years however - no idea if the game still retains a population.. This is how
"abilities" should work in a game, none of this lock on insta hit spam spells or +12 damage aura garbage. Every skill has to
aimed or placed in position, creating many tactical possiblities. Plenty of weapons/defenses with upgrades, if someone just
spams hyberbols at you there are plenty of ways to bounce them back into thier face. Best space tank game ever made. But you
shouldn't buy it since theres no one left to play against.. This game is surprisingly fun, combines genres in a way I haven't really
seen before or since and is really an unappreciated gem. You should at least go look for some videos of it and play the demo!
Alas, the servers are usually quite empty now, but there should still be a small nugget of community left who organise games.. I
was an early supporter of this game and paid a thick price, but its community died pretty quickly. There's no real single player
content here, and the AI is pretty bad. It's sad, because it's a very original game, well made, has a great soundtrack, and the
online play was perfect. Think tanks in space, on a huge air hockey table. That might get you halfway to a proper idea of what
the game is about. If you could get some friends to play with you online or over LAN, you'll have fun. Otherwise, unfortunately,
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pass.. Easily the best game of this type I have ever played. I bought it within a month of release a long time ago and had a blast
the whole time. I saw the community start and die, but the game runs without issue 99.9% of the time. I remember chaining
projectiles with my friends and throwing hyperbols behind huge waves of defenses; sometimes the enemy team would manage
to build a gate of lasers in time to stop the wave of destruction! It is a very intense and real-time strategy game that I wish still
had people playing. The game is great as ever, it just requires human players to be fun. :( I wish that it became viral somehow,
even if just a little.
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